Regular Verb List + ed:

**Irregular Verbs** – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding \(-d\) or \(-ed\) to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

**Regular Verb List** – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding \(-d\) or \(-ed\); such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

**Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle**

- add, added
- afford, afforded
- alert, alerted
- annoy, annoyed
- answer, answered
- appear, appeared
- ask, asked
- attach, attached
Regular Verb List + ed:

**Irregular Verbs** – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

**Regular Verb List** – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

**Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regular Verb</th>
<th>Past Tense</th>
<th>Past Perfect Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>attack</td>
<td>attacked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avoid</td>
<td>avoided</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>back</td>
<td>backed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bang</td>
<td>banged</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beam</td>
<td>beamed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belong</td>
<td>belonged</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bleach</td>
<td>bleached</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bless</td>
<td>blessed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

blind, blinded

blink, blinked

blush, blushed

boast, boasted

boil, boiled

bolt, bolted

bomb, bombed

book, booked
Regular Verb List + ed:

**Irregular Verbs** – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

**Regular Verb List** – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

**Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle**

- borrow, borrowed
- bow, bowed
- box, boxed
- branch, branched
- brush, brushed
- bump, bumped
- burn, burned
- buzz, buzzed
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

- call, called
- camp, camped
- cheat, cheated
- check, checked
- cheer, cheered
- chew, chewed
- claim, claimed
- clean, cleaned
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Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

```plaintext
clear, cleared

coach, coached

coil, coiled

collect, collected

color, colored

comb, combed

command, commanded

complain, complained
```
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

concern, concerned

confess, confessed

connect, connected

consider, considered

consist, consisted

contain, contained

correct, corrected

cough, coughed
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

count, counted

cover, covered

crack, cracked

-crash, crashed

crawl, crawled

cross, crossed

-crush, crushed

curl, curled
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

- decay, decayed
- delay, delayed
- delight, delighted
- deliver, delivered
- depend, depended
- desert, deserted
- destroy, destroyed
- detect, detected
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

- develop, developed
- disappear, disappeared
- disarm, disarmed
- discover, discovered
- doubt, doubted
- drain, drained
- dream, dreamed
- dress, dressed
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

- drown, drowned
- dust, dusted
- earn, earned
- embarrass, embarrassed
- employ, employed
- end, ended
- enjoy, enjoyed
- enter, entered
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

entertain, entertained

exist, existed

expand, expanded

expect, expected

explain, explained

extend, extended

fail, failed

fax, faxed
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb</th>
<th>past tense</th>
<th>past perfect participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fear</td>
<td>feared</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fetch</td>
<td>fetched</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fill</td>
<td>filled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>film</td>
<td>filmed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flash</td>
<td>flashed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>float</td>
<td>float</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flood</td>
<td>flooded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flow</td>
<td>flowed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

flower, flowered
fold, folded
follow, followed
fool, fooled
form, formed
found, founded
gather, gathered
glow, glowed
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

grab, grabbed

hang, hanged
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

happen, happened
harass, harassed
harm, harmed
haunt, haunted
head, headed
heal, healed
heap, heaped
heat, heated
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

help, helped

hook, hooked

hover, hovered

hunt, hunted

imagine, imagined

impress, impressed

inform, informed

inject, injected
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

injure, injured

instruct, instructed

intend, intended

interest, interested

interrupt, interrupted

invent, invented

itch, itched

jail, jailed
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

join, joined

jump, jumped

kill, killed

kiss, kissed

kneel, kneeled

knock, knocked

label, labeled
Name: ___________________________ Date: ________________

Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

land, landed

last, lasted

laugh, laughed

launch, launched

learn, learned

level, leveled

lick, licked

list, listed
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Past Tense</th>
<th>Past Perfect Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>listen</td>
<td>listened</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load</td>
<td>loaded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lock</td>
<td>locked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>longed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>look</td>
<td>looked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>march</td>
<td>marched</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mark</td>
<td>marked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>match</td>
<td>matched</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

- matter, mattered
- melt, melted
- mend, mended
- mess, messed
- milk, milked
- miss, missed
- mix, mixed
- moan, moaned
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

moor, moored

mourn, mourned

multiply, multiplied

murder, murdered

nail, nailed

need, needed

nest, nested

number, numbered
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

- obey, obeyed
- object, objected
- obtain, obtained
- offend, offended
- offer, offered
- open, opened
- order, ordered
- overflow, overflowed
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

own, owned
pack, packed
paint, painted
park, parked
part, parted
pass, passed
peck, pecked
pedal, pedaled
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

peel, peeled

peep, peeped

perform, performed

pick, picked

pinch, pinched

plant, planted

play, played

point, pointed
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

polish, polished

possess, possessed

post, posted

pour, poured

pray, prayed

preach, preached

present, presented

press, pressed
Regular Verb List + ed:

**Irregular Verbs** – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

**Regular Verb List** – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

*Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle*

pretend, pretended

prevent, prevented

prick, pricked

print, printed

promise, promised

protect, protected

pull, pulled

pump, pumped
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

punch, punched
punish, punished
push, pushed
question, questioned
rain, rained
reach, reached
record, recorded
reflect, reflected
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding -d or -ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

- reign, reigned
- reject, rejected
- relax, relaxed
- remain, remained
- remember, remembered
- remind, reminded
- repair, repaired
- repeat, repeated
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

replace, replaced
report, reported
request, requested
return, returned
risk, risked
rock, rocked
roll, rolled
ruin, ruined
Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/Past Perfect Participle

- rush, rushed
- sack, sacked
- sail, sailed
- scatter, scattered
- scold, scolded
- scorch, scorched
- scratch, scratched
- scream, screamed
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

scribble, scribbled

seal, sealed

search, searched

shelter, sheltered

shiver, shivered

shock, shocked

sigh, sighed

sign, signed
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

signal, signaled
slow, slowed
smash, smashed
smell, smelled
snatch, snatched
sniff, sniffed
snow, snowed
soak, soaked
Regular Verb List + ed:

**Irregular Verbs** – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

**Regular Verb List** – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

**Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle**

- sound, sounded
- spare, spared
- spark, sparked
- spell, spelled
- spill, spilled
- spoil, spoiled
- spray, sprayed
- sprout, sprouted
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

- squash, squashed
- squeak, squeaked
- squeal, squealed
- stain, stained
- stamp, stamped
- start, started
- stay, stayed
- steer, steered
Regular Verb List + ed:

**Irregular Verbs** – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

**Regular Verb List** – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

**Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle**

- stitch, stitched
- stretch, stretched
- stuff, stuffed
- subtract, subtracted
- succeed, succeeded
- suffer, suffered
- suggest, suggested
- suit, suited
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

support, supported

surround, surrounded

suspect, suspected

suspend, suspended

switch, switched

talk, talked

tempt, tempted

test, tested
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

thank, thanked

thaw, thawed

tick, ticked

touch, touched

tour, toured

tow, towed

train, trained

transport, transported
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

travel, traveled

treat, treated

trick, tricked

trust, trusted

turn, turned

twist, twisted

unlock, unlocked

unpack, unpacked
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

vanish, vanished
visit, visited
wail, wailed
wait, waited
walk, walked
wander, wandered
want, wanted
warm, warmed
**Regular Verb List + ed:**

**Irregular Verbs** – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

**Regular Verb List** – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

**Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Past Tense</th>
<th>Past Perfect Participle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>warn</td>
<td>warned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wash</td>
<td>washed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>watch</td>
<td>watched</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>watered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weigh</td>
<td>weighed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whirl</td>
<td>whirled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whisper</td>
<td>whispered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wink</td>
<td>winked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regular Verb List + ed:

Irregular Verbs – An irregular verb is a word that does not form its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed to the present indicative; such as go, went, gone; see, saw, seen; do, did, done. Rhythmic citation helps one remember these irregular verbs. Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

Regular Verb List – A regular verb is a word that forms its simple past tense and past perfect participle by adding –d or –ed; such as love, loved, loved; help, helped, helped.

Base Verb, Past Tense/ Past Perfect Participle

wish, wished

wonder, wondered

work, worked

wreck, wrecked

x-ray, x-rayed

yawn, yawned

yell, yelled